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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in Data Science at the International 
Hellenic University. 
Fault detection for industrial chemical processes has gained the interest of the scientific 
community for the last years. There have been carried out several attempts to early detect 
faults on Industrial chemical processes, as industries seek to optimize their production. 
Those conducted mainly in this century because of the exponential growth of computing 
power, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning concepts. Due to Machine learning and 
Deep Learning success over many different subjects related to discovering patterns in 
non-linear time related data, early fault detection could be possible. 
The present thesis implements Machine Learning algorithms and tries to early detect the 
occurrence of a fault, through experimentation using the real-life data that Tennessee 
Eastman Process provides. That is happening by using Recurrent Neural Network un ex-
tension of Deep Learning and especially a model called Long Short-Term Memory, which 
has good results on similar concepts related to time series data. To improve the efficiency 
of the model regarding pattern extraction on the data that could lead to detection, another 
algorithm that is derived from Statistics is implemented, the Principal Components Anal-
ysis. Combining those two models, interesting results have arisen. Finally, the thesis is 
enhanced by an extended research on literature to conclude in the models that have been 
used and compare and evaluate the results. 
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1 Introduction 
Chemical processes monitoring is crucial, as serious accidents may occur, which can re-
sult in environmental damages even more on rare occasions in human casualties. Over 
the last few decades, chemical processes became more automated, but still, there are is-
sues to be considered to reduce the drawbacks that these processes may have. One of the 
cons, among others, is the faults that appeared in the processes for many different reasons. 
This thesis will be about the faults of industrial chemical processes and especially regard-
ing the early discovery of a fault, to pass the information into the controller so it can adjust 
the parameters. As a result, the process will be back to the normal phase. 
In addition to the environmental damages and possibly equipment casualties, there are 
also the factors of the process cost, quality, and the production line of the product that 
industries take into consideration. Some of the faults can lead to profit losses, while some 
others to reduced quality, others can affect the production line and even stop it. 
To address the problem adequately, Chapter 2 delineated the primary theoretical axes of 
Tennessee Eastman Process (TEP), elaborating on how it works and what is the meaning 
of the data and faults. Next, Chapter 3 is addressed in the literature and the related work 
on the problem. The literature had to offer several papers regarding this topic, as it attracts 
the interest of the scientific community for many years. The first attempts of research 
were mainly conducted from the chemical aspect of the problem. Later on, there were 
several tries to implement statistics and machine learning algorithms to the problem, but 
back then, the chemical science community had mistrust on these approaches. But, with 
the evolution of machining learning and by providing concretely results in many different 
areas had as a result, even more attempts conducted on the TEP data with machine learn-
ing and statistical approaches. The focus of this dissertation was mainly on those of the 
last decade, mostly for a technological reason because machine learning growth was ex-
ponential over the past decade. 
Chapter 4 is about the algorithms that have been used, and an explanation of how they 
are working and the math’s behind them. Also, mention the drawback of LSTM, the gra-
dient descent problem, and how it can be overpast. In the last part of this chapter, a more 
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analytical side of the data is provided with an explanation of the variables and how faults 
can affect the process and as a result, the industry and explained the distinctiveness of 
Fault 6. Afterward, in Chapter 5 is described the methodology and the strategy followed 
for the experiment phase of the thesis by analyzing step by step the procedures to get to 
the final algorithms and the results. Finally, Chapter 6 commenced by summarizing and 
visualizing the results of the experiments and then compared them to the results that had 
been taken from literature. 
As we experienced the era of Industry 4.0 or as some may call the fourth industrial revo-
lution, and the main objective that this era comes with is the proper exploitation of the 
data produced from everywhere around us. This thesis tries to contribute to this “industrial 
revolution” by providing a Machine Learning algorithm that could early detect chemical 
process faults based on the real-life data of TEP. Industry 4.0 is about data and how some-
one uses them to get knowledge previously not existed. In those attempts, different sci-
entific sectors cooperate to be able to get this information out of the data. That could 
happen by using the Internet of Things, Cloud computing, Cognitive Computing, Cyber-
physical Systems, and combined with the cooperation of different scientific fields that era 
could be profitable for everyone.  
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1.1 Tennessee Eastman Process Introduction 
The TEP model of Downs and Vogel (1993) is an essential tool for those who want to 
validate algorithms or conduct comparative studies. The authors develop a test process 
that, although had modifications were based on actual industrial processes, as they men-
tion, “We believe that this problem is well-suited for studying process control technology 
and that it applies to a wide variety of control issues.”[1]  
TEPs model is created based on a real-life process problem, and that fact is one of its 
strengths because it is a nonlinear model. The frequency that TEP had been used makes 
its code run flawlessly. It is a highly extensive benchmark dataset for fault identification 
of continuous processes cause of the inherent nonstationary that is not contained in TEP 
and which complicates the monitoring of batch processes [2], [3]. TEP consists of the 5 
major parts that composing the process, and those parts are a product stripper, a recycle 
compressor, a vapor-liquid separator, a condenser, and a reactor. It also contains 8 com-
ponents in total, that composed of 4 inputs, 2 products, an inert, and a by-product.  
The program of the process simulates the normal production and 20 unique faulty pro-
cesses caused by the input of some known disturbances [4]. TEP has 12 manipulated 
variables, 22 process measurements, and 19 component analysis variables. The process 
faults can be separated in three major categories those which are associated to related 
variables step changes (faults 1-8), those related to some of the variables random varia-
tions (faults9-12), fault 13 is about slow drift in the kinetics of the reaction, the faults 
about valves malfunctions are (14,15,21), and the rest faults(16-20) have unidentified root 
cause [5][19]. 
1.2 Machine Learning  
This thesis attempt to approach chemical industry processes with data from TEP is going 
to use Machine Learning (ML) algorithms and methods to early recognize faults that usu-
ally occurred through the process. To define what is ML, the help of experts on the field 
is probably the best way. 
Géron, the author of the best seller book about Machine learning, defines as ML “the 
science (and art) of programming computers so they can learn from data”[6]. Moreover, one 
more engineering-oriented definition for ML it was given by Professor Tom Mitchell. Ac-
cording to Mitchell, ML is: 
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“a computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some task T and some 
performance measure P, if its performance on T, as measured by P, improves with experience 
E” [7]. 
Following Mitchell`s definition, we could analyse an ML problem as follows. The task (T) is 
to predict a value (V) of a problem, the experience (E) is the training set provided for the 
problem, and by determining the performance measure (P) to be the ratio of correctly pre-
dicted values V. then the model could be applied to new (unseen) data which are called test 
set. 
Machine learning tasks are often categorized in terms of the “amount and the type of 
supervision they get during the training” [6]. According to Géron (ibid), there are three 
categories: 
• Supervised learning: The input data is provided with the desired output in order 
to train the algorithm. The output called labels, and the target is to learn an optimal 
function for a new observation that predicts the correct output. 
• Unsupervised learning: the input data is fed to the algorithm without the desired 
label, and the target is to find out patterns or relations in the data. 
• Reinforcement learning: The system observes the environment, executes actions 
that are categorizable to correct or wrong ones, then, depending on the action, get 
rewards or penalties accordingly. Then, the target is for the system to learn, which 
is the best strategy for maximum reward in the long-term. 
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2 TEP analysis  
This chapter's objective is to describe and explain with more details the Tennessee East-
man Process and how it works. 
2.1 Description of the process 
Four reactants are used in the process, and two products are produced. The total amount 
of the eight components supplement a by-product and an inert. The reactions are: 
A(g) + C(g) + D(g) - G(liq),    Product 1, 
A(g) + C(g) + E(g) - H(liq),    Product 2, 
A(g) + E(g) - F(liq),        By-product, 
3D(g) - 2F(liq),        By-product. 
 
Fig 1 TEP Process & Instrumentation Diagram [8] 
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The five major unit operations of the process are the reactor, a recycle compressor, a 
vapor-liquid separator, the product condenser, and a product stripper. A diagram for the 
process presented in Figure 1. Table 1 displayed the base case steady-state material bal-
ance, and heat data for the process Table 2 lists the component physical properties. 
Table 1 Heat and material balance data [8] 
Process stream 
data 
      
Stream name A feed D feed E feed  C feed  Strp 
Ovhd 
Reactor 
feed 
Stream number 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Molar flow 
(kgmol h-1) 
11.2 114.5 98.0 417.5 465.7 1890.8 
Mass flow (kg h-1) 22.4 3664.0 4509.3 6419.4 8979.6 48015.4 
Temperature(oC) 45.0 45.0 45.0 45.0 65.7 86.4 
Mole fractions A 0.99990 0.00000 0.00000 0.48500 0.43263 0.32188 
                           B 0.00010 0.00010 0.00000 0.00500 0.00444 0.08893 
              C 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.51000 0.45264 0.26383 
                           D 0.00000 0.99990 0.00000 0.00000 0.00116 0.06882 
                           E 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.07256 0.18779 
                           F 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.00000 0.00885 0.01657 
                           G 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.01964 0.03561 
                           H 0.00000 0.00000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00808 0.01659 
Stream name Reactor 
product 
Recycle Purge Separa-
tion  
Liquid 
Product  
Stream number 7 8 9 10 11  
Molar flow 
(kgmol h-1) 
1476.0 1201.5 15.1 259.5 211.3  
Mass flow (kg h-1) 48,015.4 30,840.0 386.5 16,788.9 14,288.6  
Temperature (oC) 120.4 102.9 80.1 80.1 65.7  
Mole fractions  A 0.27164 0.32958 0.32958 0.00000 0.00479  
                          B 0.11393 0.13823 0.13823 0.00000 0.00009  
                          C 0.19763 0.23978 0.23978 0.00000 0.01008  
                          D 0.01075 0.01257 0.01257 0.00222 0.00018  
                          E 0.17722 0.18579 0.18579 0.13704 0.00836  
                          F 0.02159 0.02263 0.02263 0.01669 0.00099  
                          G 0.12302 0.04844 0.04844 0.47269 0.53724  
                          H 0.08423 0.02299 0.02299 0.37136 0.43828  
Unit operation 
data 
      
 Reactor Separator Conden-
ser 
Stripper   
Temperature (oC) 120.4 80.1 - 65.7   
Pressure (kPa 
gauge) 
2705.0 2633.7 - 3102.2   
Heal duty (kW) -6468.7 - -2140.6 1430.0   
Liquid volume 
(m3 ) 
16.55 4.88 - 4.43   
Utilities       
Reactor cooling water flow 
(m3h-1) 
93.37     
Condenser cooling water flow 
(m3 h-1) 
49.37     
Stripper stream flow (kg h-1) 230.31     
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Table 2 Component physical properties (at 100o C) [8] 
 
 
Compo-
nent 
 
Molecu-
lar 
weight 
Liquid 
Density 
(kg m-3 ) 
Liquid 
heat 
Capacity 
(kJ kg-1 
oC-1) 
Vapor 
heat 
capacity 
(kJ kg-1 
oC-1) 
Heat of vaporiza-
tion 
(kJ kg-1) 
A 2.0 - - 14.6 - 
B 25.4 - - 2.04 - 
C 28.0 - - 1.05 - 
D 32.0 299 7.66 1.85 202 
E 46.0 365 4.17 1.87 372 
F 48.0 328 4.45 2.02 372 
G 62.0 612 2.55 0.712 523 
H 76.0 617 2.45 0.628 486 
Vapor pressure (Antoine equation): 
P = exp[A + B/(T + C)] 
P = pressure (Pa) 
T = temperature (oC) 
 Compo-
nent 
Constant 
A 
Constant 
B 
Constant 
C 
 
 D 20.81 -1444.0 259  
 E 21.24 -2114.0 266  
 F 21.24 -2144.0 266  
 G 21.32 -2748.0 233  
 H 22.10 -3318.0 250  
 
2.2 Control objectives 
The process consists of 12 manipulated variables and 41 measurements, as listed in Tables 
3-4. The control objectives for this process are typical for a chemical process: 
• Maintain desired values the variables of the process. 
• Keep operating conditions of the process within equipment constraints. 
• Minimize the quality and rate variability of the product during disturbances. 
• Minimize the movement of valves that affect other processes. 
• Recover smoothly and quickly from disturbances, product mix changes, or pro-
duction rate changes [8]. 
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Table 3 Process manipulated variables [8] 
 
Variable name  
Variable 
number  
Base case 
value (%) 
 
Low limit 
 
High limit 
 
Units 
D feed flow (stream 2) XMV (1) 63.053 0 5811 Kg h-1 
E feed flow (stream 3) XMV (2) 53.983 0 8354 Kg h-1 
A feed flow (stream 1) XMV (3) 24.644 0 1.017 kscmh 
A and C feed flow (stream 4 ) XMV (4) 61.302 0 15.25 kscmh 
Compressor recycle valve  XMV (5) 22.210 0 100 % 
Purge valve (steam 9) XMV (6) 40.064 0 100 % 
Separator pot liquid flow (stream 10) XMV (7) 38.100 0 65.71 m3 h-1 
Stripper liquid product flow (stream 11) XMV (8) 46.534 0 49.10 m3 h-1 
Stripper steam valve XMV (9) 47.446 0 100 % 
Reactor cooling water flow XMV (10) 41.106 0 227.1 m3 h-1 
Condenser cooling water flow XMV (11) 18.114 0 272.6 m3 h-1 
Agitator speed XMV (12) 50.000 150 250 rpm 
 
Table 4 Continuous process measurements [8] 
Reactor feed analysis (stream 6) 
 
Component 
 
Variable number 
 
Base case value 
 
Units 
Sampling frequency = 0.1 h 
Dead time = 0.1 h 
A XMEAS (23) 32.188 mol%  
B XMEAS (24) 8.8933 mol%  
C XMEAS (25) 26.383 mol%  
D XMEAS (26) 6.8820 mol%  
E XMEAS (27) 18.776 mol%  
F XMEAS (28) 1.6567 mol%  
Purge gas analysis (stream 9) 
 
Component 
 
Variable number 
 
Base case value 
 
Units 
Sampling frequency = 0.1 h 
Dead time = 0.1 h 
A XMEAS (29) 32.958 mol%  
B XMEAS (30) 13.823 mol%  
C XMEAS (31) 23.978 mol%  
D XMEAS (32) 1.2565 mol%  
E XMEAS (33) 18.579 mol%  
F XMEAS (34) 2.2633 mol%  
G XMEAS (35) 4.8436 mol%  
H XMEAS (36) 2.2986 mol%  
Product analysis (stream 11) 
 
Component 
 
Variable number 
 
Base case value 
 
Units 
Sampling frequency = 0.25 h 
Dead time = 0.25 h 
D XMEAS (37) 0.01787 mol%  
E XMEAS (38) 0.83570 mol%  
F XMEAS (39) 0.09858 mol%  
G XMEAS (40) 53.724 mol%  
H XMEAS (41) 43.828 mol%  
 
2.3 Dynamic performance comparisons  
Various process control technologies can be tested and evaluated through setpoint 
changes such as Production rate change, Product mix change, Reactor operating pressure 
change, Purge gas composition of component B change, or as shown in Table 5, the list 
of load changes. These load disturbances and setpoints can be used to contrast and com-
pare alternative approaches to automatically controlling and operating this process. Every 
disruption exposes a diverse condition of operating the process [8]. 
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Table 5 Process disturbance [8] 
Variable num-
ber  
 Process variable  Type  
IDV (1) A/C feed ratio, B composition constant (stream 4) Step 
IDV (2) B composition, A/C ratio constant (stream 4) Step 
IDV (3) D feed temperature (stream 2) Step 
IDV (4) Reactor cooling water inlet temperature Step 
IDV (5) Condenser cooling water inlet temperature  Step 
IDV (6) A feed loss (stream 1) Step 
IDV (7) C header pressure loss-reduced availability 
(stream 4) 
Step 
IDV (8) A, B, C feed composition (stream 4) Random variation 
IDV (9) D feed temperature (stream 2) Random variation 
IDV (10) C feed temperature (stream 4) Random variation 
IDV (11) Reactor cooling water inlet temperature Random variation 
IDV (12) Condenser cooling water inlet temperature  Random variation 
IDV (13) Reaction kinetics Slow drift 
IDV (14) Reactor cooling water valve Sticking 
IDV (15) Condenser cooling water valve Sticking 
IDV (16) Unknown Unknown 
IDV (17) Unknown Unknown 
IDV (18) Unknown Unknown 
IDV (19) Unknown Unknown 
IDV (20) Unknown Unknown 
 
2.4 Modification and correction of the method 
In 2014 Andreas Bathelt, Lawrence Ricker, Mohieddine Jeladi reviewed Down`s and Vo-
gel`s methods. Taking into consideration aspects of the problem, implement an extension 
of the model in terms of new process disturbances and additional outputs. Also, they re-
vised the structure and algorithms of the code to be adapted to the structure of the simu-
lation loop. After some work on the model, they issued a modified version of the process 
program which feature as he mentions five new properties: 
• “Simulation results (with active process disturbances) are independent of solver and 
value of time increment 
•  Approx. 50% faster simulation. Time consumption down by approx. 35% compared 
to the original model 
• Model with local data set enables the usage of several models within one simulation 
without mutual interference 
• Additional process measurements and process disturbances 
• Monitoring outputs of the values of the process disturbances and internal values ’’ 
[9]
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3 Related work 
This chapter delves into literature, to describe the TEP problem search in different pro-
posals over fault detection and how are others implement their methods, in general, the 
goal of this chapter is to research the previous work that had been conducted on the prob-
lem.  
3.1 Goal and Research Questions 
Anomaly detection and fault diagnosis with TEP is a subject that the scientific community 
had elaborated thoughtfully in recent years. There are many different algorithms used, 
and a lot of different methods and approaches had been conducted. Although there is 
always room for improvement as also different angles to approach a problem. 
3.1.1 Goal   
This dissertation's goal is to conduct new experiments on TEP data and try to produce 
better results compared to literature. To be able to come to a step closer into achieving 
this, there is undeniable need to conduct a systematic literature review so we can be able 
to determine what should be practiced different or what else is there to be explored. 
3.1.2 Review Questions 
After an ongoing study of the subject, there some major review questions we come up 
with. 
RQ1. What is Fault diagnosis, anomaly detection, and TEP?  
RQ2. What experiments had been conducted already what are the results of these 
experiments?  
RQ3. How we may improve the results using Neural Networks, can we achieve 
better outcomes?  
At first, we try to understand the problem to be able to approach it better. The second 
attempt to identify what the literature had to offer about the subject and which aspects of 
the experiments have more difficulties are more challenging and if we need to focus on 
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some of them. The last question refers to our work that needs to be done and if there is 
something different that had not already tried. 
3.1.3 Search Process 
In this paper, a systematic literature review approach was followed. In order to answer 
the questions asked above, we decided to search the following electronic libraries: Sci-
ence Direct, IEEE, ACM DIGITAL LIBRARY, CEEOL, SSRM, PROQUEST, ELSE-
VIER, SPRINGER, JLCL SCIELO, EBSCO, Google Scholar. The query strings that used 
are: Machine learning, Deep learning, Data mining, Fault diagnosis, Anomaly Detection, 
Tennessee Eastman process, Neural networks, LSTM, SVM, GRU, RNN, Supervised 
learning, Unsupervised learning. To avoid papers that are research in other fields different 
from chemical processes, we filter out most of the papers found on the databases men-
tioned above and proceed with the remaining ones. After reading the entire content of 
those papers, we concluded on the ones more relevant to the previous work we are re-
searching and with a better approach to our research questions. 
3.2 Fault diagnosis – Anomaly detection 
3.2.1 Fault diagnosis 
A systematic state that deviates from the normal can be called a fault. The underlying 
causes can only refer to a variety of factors, but the effects can get the entire system. Fault 
diagnosis can be used to evade adverse consequences by the timely detection and diag-
nosis of abnormal situations so operators may take the actions needed. The complexity of 
modern industrial processes in combination with the various uncertainties and nonlinear-
ities, render a seemingly minor fault, may cause unimaginable consequences. The avoid-
ance of such error can boost productivity, reduce maintenance costs, and improve the 
process utilization of the production [3], [10]–[12]. 
3.2.2 Anomaly detection 
Anomaly detection is the procedure where someone can determine and recognize in-
stances that are “not-normal” comparing to all others and stand out. Data errors can cause 
such instances, but sometimes indicative of a new, previously unknown, underlying pro-
cess. This kind of instance can be called anomalies, abnormalities, outliers, or deviants, 
as you can find them in the literature of statistics and data mining. Anomalies can occur 
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because of several different reasons, such as intentional fraud, malicious actions, system 
failures.  
Usually, studying anomalies can receive valuable knowledge about the data and reveal 
different observations about data previously unknown. In early years anomaly detection 
used to remove the abnormalities from the data because pattern recognition algorithms 
were quite sensitive when training data contained anomalies. Nowadays scientific com-
munity has a genuine interest in these deviations as they often may be associated with 
interesting conclusions about data or suspicious events. [13], [14] 
3.3 Previous Work 
In this section, we will start with a brief reference to related work to the fault detection 
problem in TEP, and we will delve into some of the most recent works and their results  
3.3.1 A brief survey 
Fault detection for TEP had gained the interest of the scientific community, and there are 
several pieces of research on this subject with many different approaches. The standard 
PCA researched and compared from [15], Multivariate statistical analysis and  Bayesian 
method was the [16] approach, stochastic optimization-based for identification of varia-
bles and based on PCA detection method by  [17], A supervised local multilayer percep-
tron based on EM clustering for fault detection was the method [4] had proposed. [11] 
had proposed a nonlinear dynamic principal component analysis (ND_PCA) with a sig-
moid basis function feed-forward neural network (SBFN) [18]. Tried to isolate TEP faults 
to compare the results with those of a single neural network and dynamic PCA, with 
binary decision trees [19] combined with wavelet analysis and PCA was their solution for 
fault diagnosis [20]. With moving principal component analysis (MPCA) demonstrated 
the capability of anomaly detection [21]. Implements a novel state-space independent 
component analysis for TEP. Applied qualitative trend analysis of the principal compo-
nents was [22] proposal.  
3.3.2 Deep learning (DL) 
By Time series, we refer to data that recorded continuously over a period. Time series 
can be classified into multivariate or univariate in case of univariate only a single feature 
varies over time. There are many DL model proposals to detect anomalies with time series 
[13]. In this research, we are interested in industrial chemical processes. 
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The industrial processes that are complex operations you need to come up with intelligent 
techniques to diagnose and identify faults. Especially in chemical production systems, 
which can potentially be dangerous, fault diagnosis is widely applied because of its es-
sential contribution to large and complicated industrial systems. Deep learning due to the 
strong learning ability it contains is widely used in object recognition and image applica-
tion and had beat methods in certain areas because of this ability. Although deep learning 
for fault detection had been used less as it seems to be a challenging task when we refer 
to images, the objects needed to be recognized have relatively fixed characteristics. On 
the other hand, faults have a changeable shape variety and patterns variability.  
Also, there are no fixed patterns in faults and whether DL can capture some useful “part-
whole decomposition” or “hierarchical grouping” of the faults data is remaining un-
known. Finally, DL ability and detection mechanisms have not yet fully explored and 
especially for the basic faults that may have not any observable changes [14]. In 2016 
Feiya Lv et al., with their paper “Fault Diagnosis Based on Deep Learning,” try a DL 
based approach of fault detection that consists of feature learning with stacked sparse 
autoencoder, fault classification with SoftMax classifier.  
Their solution has a deep structure of multiple nonlinear mapping and suggests that it can 
cover the diagnosis of the basic fault [14]. The evaluation of their algorithm conducted 
on benchmark TEP by configuring the experiments in 2 cases, with the first the compare 
with linear supervised classification, with second nonlinear detection methods. Compared 
to other linear classification methods average performance, their method had 2.62% 
higher accuracy, as we can see in the figures below. 
 
Fig 2. The average fault detection rates of several linear supervised binary classification meth-
ods.[14] 
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Fig 3. The detection rates of different types of Fault [14] 
As they state the performance in 10,11,16,18,20 faults, the detection rate has shown sig-
nificant improvement, and in general, the DL methods shown improvement in all faults 
mainly because of the full reveal of the correlation between fault variables and not only 
the important component features.[14] 
 In their experiment, the faults 3,9,15 had been separated as the literature point out that 
are the most challenging ones, and that makes this fault difficult for diagnosis, the cause 
of this can be the absence of changes in peak time, which means and variance. They state 
out that by using 200 hidden units in the 2 hidden layers, the values of the above 4 faults 
in the 6th dimension differ from the normal condition so the fault can be recognized 
through this dimension and as each fault have a different pattern this can be used for fault 
type diagnosis. Comparing to SVM average classification of their method had been im-
proved by 7.67% [14]. 
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Fig 4. The average diagnosis rates of different types of classification methods. [14] 
3.3.3 Deep belief network (DBN) 
Searching through the literature, there was several notable attempts and approaches to the 
problem, such as the standard PCA from [15], Bayesian method [16], optimized variable 
selection based PCA [17], supervised local multilayer perceptron [4]. But the most prom-
ising one has proposed in the paper “A deep belief network-based fault diagnosis model 
for complex chemical processes” Zhang and Zhao implement a DBN for TEP fault de-
tection DBN is a many hidden layer generative model they used a 5 layer model.[23]  
This model capability of feature extraction is excellent as each hidden layer extracts fea-
tures information from its previous layer outputs. The loss of information between layers 
is minor as the dimension of data reduced as also the number of neurons in each layer 
decrease. Two-layer Back Propagation algorithm used for training purposes with a com-
bination of fine-tuning and pre-training with a Wake- Sleep algorithm to avoid gradient 
diffusion. To avoid the “curse of dimensionality,” they compared two architectures for 
multi-dimensional pattern classification the one-class-one-network (OCON) and one-var-
iable-one-network (OVON). With Stochastic Gradient Descent because of the large data 
need to be count and calculated in each different epoch.[23]  
They build a sub-network for each fault from 1 to 20, and for the normal state to get a 
better diagnosis, sample data were set and detects if the state is normal or not. The learn-
ing rate was set to 0.00001-0.0001, the batch size to as 100, the input layer had 200 neu-
rons, the rest layers had 93,45,20 neurons accordingly. From 20000 data sample, 20% 
was the testing set. In the figures below, we can see their result: 
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Fig 5. Diagnosis result of the global network. [23] 
Out of 2000 testing fault samples, the fault diagnosis rate was 88.05%, and the average 
FDR is 82.1%. Compared to other results for literature, their model has better perfor-
mance in most faults. [23] “(a) basic PCA [15]; (b) optimized variable selection based 
PCA[17]; (c)supervised local multilayer perceptron [4];(d) Bayesian method [16]; (e) 
DBN based model [23]” 
Their DBN with after comparison of gaussian and sigmoid activation functions conclude 
that the gaussian had shown better results. Their approach is shown and significant im-
provement in the diagnosis of fault 3, which had been referred to literature as one of the 
most difficult faults to diagnose. 
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Fig 6. Performance comparison of different faults diagnosis methods.[23] 
3.3.4 Deep convolutional neural network 
One-year letter after the DBN model again Zhao this time with Wu publish the paper 
“Deep convolutional neural network model based chemical process fault diagnosis” [3]. 
Furthering their research with deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) mainly be-
cause as they state there are three advantages compared to DBN firstly DCNN local con-
nection of pooling and convolutional layers with filters help for the better extraction of 
features and patterns, secondly less computational time need mainly because it has less 
few parameters and last but not least by pooling layers and the using dropout “overfitting” 
can be avoided [3].Their DCNN consists of the convolutional layer, pooling layer, drop-
out, and the fully connected layer. Their procedure includes 2 stages, the online and the 
offline, as we can see in Fig 7 below. As there is no specific indicator to an optimal DCNN 
architecture, they tried multiple variations of the DCNN models and selected the one with 
the best performance. 
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Fig 7. DCNN Framework [3] 
 
Fig 8. DCNN models [3] 
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Fig 9. Results of testing DCNN [3] 
Model 7 was chosen even if it has the second-best FDR by 0.02%. It takes half a time to 
train. It had an average 98.6% FDR in the training set and an FPR of 0.1%. In the testing 
set, the FDR was 88.2% and the FPR 0.5%, and if faults (9,15,16) excluded the FDR is 
higher than 91%. Compared to the previous research and especially the DBN, the DCNN 
was superior as it is displayed in Fig 10. 
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Fig 10. A comparison between DBN and DCNN [3] 
Based on the good result, they produced further research is needed. This model is best on 
historical data samples, so it need a significant amount of that data. Furthermore, if there 
is a complex chemical process that usually has over 1000 variables, there will be incon-
sistency with the dimensions of the input data and the other, so the architecture design of 
the DCNN will be a problem [3]. 
3.3.5 Multi-scale PCA and ANFIS 
Another method that had been proposed is multi-scale principal component analysis 
(MSPCA) combined with an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system for learning from 
historical data of the process the “fault-symptoms” correlation.   C.K. Lau et al., with 
their research “Fault diagnosis of Tennessee Eastman process with multi-scale PCA and 
ANFIS” proposed the above method for fault detection. This proposal tried to solve the 
problem of complex systems high computational load and “black box” characteristics of 
simple neural networks for fault diagnosis [24]. ANFIS, as a combination of neural net-
works and the principals of fuzzy logic, makes it possible to get benefits from both.  
The main point that differs from other ANFIS usages is that in their work, ANFIS input 
was the features created by MSPA, and that helps to retain the importance of the features 
while transforming them from higher dimensional to lower [24]. ANFIS usually has a 5-
layer synthesis and as a fuzzy inference system with adaptive learning and generalization 
capabilities, has a structure of 2 inputs. To optimize the training process, the methods of 
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least squares and gradient descent combined in different layers [24]. MSPCA purpose 
was a feature extraction scheme to project the observed data into residual subspaces and 
lower dimensional scores. 
With the use of sigmoid function after a normalization process and MSPCA extractor 
features scaled between [0.1,0.9]. Then ANFIS recognizes patterns in the features pro-
vided and a fault class assigned to each of them [24]. As a way to improve the quality, 
speed and accuracy of the prediction, an ANFIS classifier will be applied to each specific 
fault of the process. And these classifiers will cooperate, and everyone will trigger sepa-
rately accordingly to the fault occurrences we can synopsize their proposed framework in 
the figure below: 
 
Fig 11. MSPCA ANFIS method [24] 
Following their results, the slow and fable changes of faults 5,16,19 make them more 
difficult for this model to detect, and so on, they used this fault to test the effectiveness 
and sensitivity of the method. To compare their method with the literature, they used the 
missed detection rate which is the percentage of fault samples classified as normal. All 
methods in literature have very high missed detection rates for 3,9,15 faults, and the cause 
of this is that there are insignificant changes after the first occurrence of the faults, in the 
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variance and the mean of the variables [24]. In the average score to compare the methods, 
these faults were excluded. 
Comparing to their method Kano et al. [20] had better results only in fault 3 and 9. In 
general, at that point, their method could predict the 18 out of 21 faults with better accu-
racy compared to the literature. Another couple of metrics of significant is false alarm 
rate (FAR) and recognition rate, FAR is the percentage of normal samples identified as a 
fault [24]. For this method, FAR is 0.48%, which means out of 980 normal samples for 
48h normal operation, only 4 samples have misplaced as faults. The recognition rate of 
each fault is the ratio of samples from a specific fault identified as this fault to the total 
samples from all faults identified to this particular fault. In the figures next, we can see 
the comparison between literature and the recognition rate of faults. 
 
 
Fig 12. MDR for faults comparison [24] 
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Fig 13.  Recognition rates for the method proposed [24] 
 
3.3.6 SVM integrated GS-PCA 
In 2015 Xin Gao and Jian Hou made an approach to the problem that it was explored less 
at the time. In their paper “An improved SVM integrated GS-PCA fault diagnosis ap-
proach of Tennessee Eastman process” they explored one more data-driven fault diagno-
sis [10]. The proposed SVM cause of its generalization ability and its nonlinear classifier 
property that are useful for fault detection. In the way to improve the performance, they 
used Principal component analysis (PCA) and 3 algorithms for optimization purposes 
(Grid search, Particle swarm optimization, Generic algorithm) [10].To conduct the exper-
iment with the SVM integrated GS-PCA method, all data scaled to 1 for standard devia-
tion and to ) for mean, then with PCA conducted the feature dimension reduction. To 
optimize the hyper-parameters of SVM, they used GS. Finally, they used their algorithm 
with 5 types of training set IDV1, IDV2, IDV4 and IDV5 and the testing conducted only 
for fault 1. They had good results compared to another testing of their own with other 
SVM algorithms with an average 96.77 accuracy. This method looks promising for fur-
ther testing in the other faults of TEP in order to have a complete view of the algorithm 
and its usage [10]. 
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3.4 Synopsis of the related work 
The literature of fault detection on TEP, as mentioned above, is extended. It is a process 
that had been researched heavily through the years, and many different angles and ap-
proaches achieved remarkable results as Table 6-7 represents. The methods referred 
above use for training and testing variations of TEP, which may differ on the sampling 
period, normal state simulator run, the normal state sample, the fault data sample, the 
simulator run after the fault introduced, or something else. Although the focus of this 
dissertation was on the research conducted most recently, and especially after 2000, we 
should also mention that there is remarkable and notable work before 2000 that was the 
bases for all the work after and maybe for the discovery and implementation of the latest 
methodologies and technologies that we are interested in.  
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Table 6 Synopsis of related work results (a) 
Paper [14] [23] [15] [17] 
Method DL DBN Basic PCA 
Optimal  
Variable 
Based PCA 
Metric ACC % FDR % FPR % FDR% FDR% 
Fault 1 100 100 7.7 100 99.87 
Fault 2 99.75 99 7.7 99.38 97.87 
Fault 3 - 95 48.7 10.25 2.37 
Fault 4 100 98 10.3 100 100 
Fault 5 98.88 86 30.8 34.75 99.87 
Fault 6 100 100 0 100 99.5 
Fault 7 100 100 0 100 100 
Fault 8 97.88 78 20.5 98.63 96.62 
Fault 9 - 57 61.5 9.88 3.37 
Fault 10 99.25 98 12.8 71 82.25 
Fault 11 89.25 87 25.6 83 64.75 
Fault 12 99.75 85 33.3 99 99 
Fault 13 95.75 88 17.9 95.75 95 
Fault 14 95.13 87 12.8 100 100 
Fault 15 - 0 5.1 17.25 9.75 
Fault 16 99.5 0 0 65.75 81.62 
Fault 17 99.75 100 0 96.88 84.87 
Fault 18 99.5 98 2.6 91.13 89.5 
Fault 19 96.75 93 10.3 47.38 76.12 
Fault 20 99.38 93 2.6 71.50 66.37 
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Table 7 Synopsis of related work results (b) 
Paper [4] [16] [3] [24] 
Method 
Multilayer 
perceptron 
Bayesian 
method 
DCNN PCA-ANFIS 
Metric FDR% FDR% FDR% FPR% Recognition rate % 
Fault 1 96.37 100 98.6 0.3 96.2 
Fault 2 97.62 99 98.5 0 93.7 
Fault 3 20.62 6 91.7 0.08 4.6 
Fault 4 82.75 100 97.6 0 97.1 
Fault 5 96 100 91.5 0.06 93.6 
Fault 6 100 100 97.5 0 97.1 
Fault 7 100 100 99.9 0 97 
Fault 8 96.87 99 92.2 0.01 96.3 
Fault 9 12.12 3 58.4 2 7.1 
Fault 10 88.25 84 96.4 0 71 
Fault 11 73.5 82 98.4 0.01 90.5 
Fault 12 93.62 100 95.6 0 96.3 
Fault 13 72.25 95 95.7 0 92.2 
Fault 14 95.87 100 98.7 2.8 97.5 
Fault 15 21.12 17 28 3.8 12.5 
Fault 16 78.12 89 44.2 0 79.6 
Fault 17 80.25 96 94.5 0.01 95.2 
Fault 18 86.37 90 93.9 0 84.7 
Fault 19 96.12 52 98.6 0 95.5 
Fault 20 86.75 88 93.3 0 89.4 
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4 Algorithms & Data 
This chapter will describe the algorithms used, explain how they are working, some of 
the math behind them, and their purpose.  Also, it will represent the data used for this 
thesis that was produced from Ricker`s reviewed model of TEP. 
4.1 Recurrent Neural Network 
A recurrent neural network (RNN) contains neurons connected in a way that creates cir-
cles. So, the value of neuron i depends on the values of the other neurons, the values of 
the other neurons depend on the value of i neuron. An example of this network is: 
𝑦𝑖 =  𝑓 (∑ 𝑎𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑗  +
4
𝑗=1
∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗𝑦𝑗  +
3
𝑗=1
 𝑏𝑖) , 𝑖 = 1,2,3 
• aij is the front weights between inputs and outputs neurons, 
• wij is the side weights between inputs and outputs neurons, 
• bij is polarize [25] 
 
Fig 14 RNN [25] 
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4.2 Training of recurrent network 
The most common training method is supervised learning. In such cases, the targets are 
the values of the time series. In RNN, there are different cases in the training phase: 
1. Have a target value d(t) for every moment t 
2. Have a target value only for d(T) for the last time moment t=T 
3. The sequence values-targets d(1), d(2), … , d(T) can be smaller or greater from 
input sequence x(1), x(2), … , x(T). 
The most common method for RNN training is Back-Propagation Through Time (BPTT). 
The use of the BPTT algorithm emerges the vanishing gradient problem when the activa-
tion function of the hidden layer has gradients in the range (0, 1), so the derivatives of the 
function will take values smaller than one or near zero. As Hochreiter noticed when many 
derivatives with such values are multiplied like the function below  
𝜕𝐸𝑡
𝜕𝑤𝑖𝑗(1)
 =  ∑
𝜕𝐸𝑡
𝜕𝑦𝑡,𝑘1
𝜕𝑦𝑡,𝑘1
𝜕ℎ𝑡,𝑘2
𝜕ℎ𝑡,𝑘2
𝜕ℎ𝑡−1,𝑘3
. . .
𝜕ℎ2,𝑘𝑡
𝜕ℎ1,𝑖
𝜕ℎ1,𝑖
𝜕𝑤𝑖𝑗(1)
𝑘1,𝑘2,...,𝑘𝑡,
 
The total derivative tends to zero, so the model cannot pass the derivatives backward for 
many time moments t because it weakened exponentially and the model has short term 
memory [25]. 
4.2.1 Forward Propagation 
The process of supplying the input layer of a neural network in order to achieve a result 
as a predicted value with a set of values can be called Forward Propagation. This set of 
initial values is propagated by the hidden layers where activations, multiplications, and 
additions are applied to move to the next layer. This process is repeated for the following 
layers until it finally reaches the output layer, where a final prediction is extracted. 
4.2.2 Back Propagation 
With Forward Propagation procedure completion, it is time to evaluate the outcome. The 
neural network back propagates the error information, inversely through the network, so 
that it can change the parameters correctly. 
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Fig 15 Back propagation [30] 
According to the preceding, RNN systems should use a rationale for past events to inform 
the next in order to address - in some way - the flaw of Artificial Neural Networks that 
cannot make decisions on the basis of previously acquired knowledge. This use of time 
dynamics reasoning comes from the fact that the connections between the nodes of an 
RNN form a graph directed along a time sequence. The ability to receive sequential inputs 
and generate sequential outputs through knowledge sharing between nodes is the essence 
of an RNN system and has led to successful achievements and improvements in natural 
language processing (NLP), image recording, speech recognition, time analysis and many 
more [30]. 
Given that RNN enables the modeling of time-depended data issues such as stock mar-
keting, stock prediction, text generation, and others, we need to underline the main “en-
emy”; the decay of information through time. This -of major significance- the problem 
comes with the name “Vanishing Gradient Problem” and it mostly occurs when dealing 
with large time-series data sets. 
Since the RNN allows for time-dependent data modeling, we need to emphasize the main 
drawback, the decomposition of information over time, this major problem comes with 
the name "Vanishing Gradient Problem" and it mainly occurs when it comes to large time-
series data sets. 
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4.3 Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model 
Hochreiter and Schmidhuber tried to resolve the vanishing gradient problem, so they pro-
posed a different version of Elman and Jordan models.[1] In their model vector c(t) de-
scribe the state of the model, through a time delay the state vector feedback itself: 
c(t) = fi(t)ci(t-1) + gi
in(t)ini(t) 
 
Fig 16 LSTM model [30] 
In this model introduced the “gate” concept, a gate is a variable that takes values between 
0 and 1. There are three gate vectors in the model: 
• Forget gate  
f(t) = [𝑓𝑖 (t), … , 𝑓ℎ  (t)], 0 ≤ 𝑓𝑖 (t) ≤ 1 
This gate decides how much of the previous cell state to forget. The feedback is controlled 
through value c(t - 1): 
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𝑐𝑖(𝑡)  = {
𝑔𝑖
𝑖𝑛(𝑡)𝑖𝑛𝑖(𝑡), 𝑓𝑖 = 0
𝑐𝑖(𝑡 − 1) +  𝑔𝑖
𝑖𝑛(𝑡)𝑖𝑛𝑖(𝑡) , 𝑓𝑖 = 1
 
if  𝑓𝑖 = 1, the model remembers the previous state element ci (t – 1) ad infinitum. If 𝑓𝑖 = 
0, the previous state element 𝑐𝑖 (t – 1) immediately is forgotten. 
• Input gate 
𝑔𝑖
𝑖𝑛 (t) = [𝑔𝑖
𝑖𝑛 (t), … , 𝑔ℎ
𝑖𝑛 (t)], 0 ≤ 𝑔𝑖
𝑖𝑛 (t) ≤ 1 
this gate decides whether to propagate the input signal to the cell state (the memory). 
𝑐𝑖(𝑡)  = {
0, 𝑔𝑖
𝑖𝑛 = 0
𝜎𝑖𝑛 (𝑤𝑖
𝑖𝑛𝑇𝑥(𝑡)  +  𝑟𝑖
𝑖𝑛𝑇𝑦(𝑡 − 1) +  𝑏𝑖𝑛) , 𝑔𝑖
𝑖𝑛 = 1
 
• Output gate  
𝑔𝑜𝑢𝑡 (t) = [𝑔𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡 (t), … , 𝑔ℎ
𝑜𝑢𝑡 (t)], 0 ≤ 𝑔𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡 (t) ≤ 1 
this gate decides whether to propagate the output signal to the cell state.  
𝑦𝑖(𝑡)  = {
0, 𝑔𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 0
𝜎𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑐𝑖(𝑡)), 𝑔𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 1
 
[25], [30] 
4.3.1 Models attempt to avoid vanishing gradient 
 
This model avoids vanishing gradients problem, supposing that there is a model with 
every gate open and so have value 1. For every vector element of the state, we have: 
c(t) = 𝑐𝑖(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑔𝑖
𝑖𝑛 (t) 𝑖𝑛𝑖 (t) 
and so the derivative  
𝜕𝑐𝑖(𝑡)
𝜕𝑐𝑖(𝑡 − 1)
 =  1 
is constant and equals to 1, and we can propagate the derivative backward for infinite 
time moments without vanishing.[25] 
4.3.2 Training and functionality of the model 
According to the model architecture, as Fig 16 displays, the function that describe the 
functionality of the model is the following. 
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• Input:  𝑥(𝑡) 
• Input for state vector: 
 𝑖𝑛(𝑡)  =  𝜎𝑖𝑛(𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑥(𝑡)   +  𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑦(𝑡 − 1)  +  𝑏𝑖𝑛) 
• State vector: 
 𝑐(𝑡)  =  𝑓(𝑡)  ∘  𝑐(𝑡 −  1)  +  𝑔𝑖𝑛(𝑡)  ∘  𝑖𝑛(𝑡) 
• Output: 
 𝑦(𝑡)  =  𝑔𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑡)  ∘  𝜎𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑐(𝑡)) 
[25] 
 
The non-leaner functions σin (⸱) and σout (⸱) for the input and output, accordingly, are 
usually both equals to the function tanh. All that leads to the functionality below: 
• The network uses the value giin of the gate to decide if it will retain the value that 
contains the memory cell ci, or it will replace it with the new input value in. 
• The network uses the value of gate giout to decide if it will redirect the value of 
cell c to the output, or it will block the value. 
• The input and output gates allow or forbid the access to the memory cells ci, to 
elaborate that, the state vector. The signals of error (gradients) captured to the 
state vector and do not change, although, from the output gate, some errors go to 
cell and accumulate to it from different time moments. 
• Through the rule of training, the output gate learns which errors need to be 
trapped, to not spread in previous time moments. 
• The input gate, accordingly, learns when to free those errors and redirect them in 
previous time moments. 
[25] 
 
4.4 Principal Component Analysis 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a linear dimensionality reduction technique, 
which means it performs dimensionality reduction by integrating data into a linear sub-
system of lower dimensionality. The PCA constructs a low-dimensional representation of 
the data that describes most of the variance as much as possible. This is done by finding 
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a linear lower dimension of the data in which is the maximum amount of variation in the 
data [26]. 
PCA defines a set of loading vectors by decomposing a data table, the X of n observations 
and variables m through the unique decomposition as 
𝑈𝛴𝑉𝑇 = (
1
√𝑛 − 1
) 𝑋 
are the unitary matrices, and 𝛴 ∈  ℝ 𝑛×𝑚 Consists of the non-negative real unit values that 
are sorted in descending order along the main diagonal. The observations in X can be 
projected to the lower dimension matrix T, given as T = XP, where P∈R includes the 
loading vectors corresponding to the first a higher single value[26]. 
A general approach to detect the abnormal condition is to use 𝑇2 and the Q control chart 
for the load vectors maintained in the PCA model. The 𝑇2 statistic measures fluctuations 
in the rating area and can detect most of the errors that caused a large average shift in the 
measurement variables. The 𝑇2 statistic can be calculated from 
𝑇2  =  𝑥𝑇𝑃𝛴−2𝑃𝑇𝑥 
Where Σ contains the first rows and columns of Σ, and x is the observatory data vector of 
the dataset. The threshold for 𝑇2 statistics can be set as  
𝑇𝑎
2 =
[(𝑛2 − 1)𝑎]
[𝑛(𝑛 − 1)]
× [𝐹𝑎(𝑎 , 𝑛 − 𝑎)] 
F-distribution value Fa(a,n-a) with a level of significance a and freedom degrees from a 
to (n-a).Q-statistics monitor the lowest (m-a) singular values that correspond to a part of 
the measurement space[26]. 
𝑄 = 𝑟𝑇𝑟, 𝑟 = (1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑇)𝑥 
r represents the residual vector. With Q-statistics the amount of uncaptured variation by 
PCA is measured. By using 𝜃𝑖 = ∑ 𝜎𝑗
2𝑖𝑛
𝑗=𝑎=1 , ℎ0 = 1 −
2𝜃1𝜃2
3𝜃2
2   and ca as the normal devi-
ate corresponding to the percentile (1-a) we can compute the threshold for the Q statistic 
as 
𝑄𝑎 = 𝜃1 [
ℎ0𝑐𝑎√2𝜃2
𝜃1
 + 1 +
𝜃2ℎ0(ℎ0 − 1)
𝜃1
2 ]
1
ℎ0
 
Abnormal condition is those values that exceed the threshold of Q statistics and T2. [26] 
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4.5 Data 
The data used for the experiments part originate from Ricker`s MATLAB algorithm ini-
tialize and run with constant setpoints at the “Mode 1” operating condition without over-
ride loops. Details for Ricker`s algorithm can be found at Tennessee Eastman Challenge 
Archive site. [27]  
4.5.1 Data explanation 
As mentioned before, the output of this algorithm was 41 continuous process measure-
ments, and 12 process manipulated variables plus some additional variables that were the 
results of combinations of the 53 main outputs. For these experiments, 50 out of 100 
variables used for feeding the LSTM. In order to generate our data used 160 runs of the 
algorithm 100 for training, 30 for validation and 30 for test purpose, for each one of the 
fault states as also 160 runs for the steady state.  
Of course, every run of the fault states containing steady state each fault introduced at 10 
h of measurements. The amount of observations for every simulation run is 5000, where 
the first 1000 corresponds to the normal state and the rest to a fault. Fig 17-19 displays 
an example of the disturbances caused in the variables of the data we use after the intro-
duction of fault 1 in 1000 positions and continue till 5000. Before this position, we can 
see the behaviour of the variables in the normal state, and after that, the alterations oc-
curred with the appearance of the fault 1, these alterations are the basis that helps the 
algorithm to separate in the testing set the fault from the normal state.  
4.5.2 Faults cost influence on the process 
From the data analysis, one more valuable deduction was that every fault has a different 
effect on the process. Someone may even categorize the faults to the important ones and 
the less significant using as criteria for this categorization the increase of cost each fault 
separately cause to the process, a decrease of the quality that each fault can cause also, 
should be mentioned that Fault 16 terminates the process with the equivalent conse-
quences.  
As Fig 20 displays, there are faults that affect cost significantly in the first graph is the 
cost for the normal process in the next 10 graphs are the faults that “cost” the most. 
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Fig 17 Disturbances caused in the data variables by introducing Fault 1. (a) 
 
Fig 18 Disturbances caused in the data variables by introducing Fault 1. (b) 
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Fig 19 Disturbances caused in the data variables by introducing Fault 1. (c) 
 
Fig 20 Faults with high-cost influence (blue: cost at normal state, red: cost with fault introduced) 
4.5.3 Faults quality & production influence on the process 
On the other hand, the faults that affect the quality are less as Fig 21 shows again with 
the first graph to display the quality of the process in normal state and the next 6 charts 
the faults and their effecting, it is evident that the effect on the quality has smaller devia-
tions than cost. 
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The production influenced by fewer faults as the ones that affect it is shown in Fig 22. 
There are 4 faults that extend production as a result of their occurrence and also as in 
quality the deviation from the normal state that the graph one display is small. 
In all mentioned above, cost, quality, and production, there is one fault that affects sig-
nificantly all of those the Fault 6 that will describe next because of its peculiarity to ter-
minate the process. 
 
Fig 21 Faults with quality influence (blue: quality at normal state, red: quality with fault intro-
duced) 
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Fig 22 Faults with production influence (blue: production at normal state, red: production with 
fault introduced) 
4.5.4 Fault 6  
This fault terminates the process approximately 7 hours after its occurrence that makes it 
peculiar. The process for this fault stops around 1700 observations that have a significant 
effect on the cost, quality, and production of the process. 
 
Fig 23 Fault 6 influence on the process (blue: normal state, red: fault introduced) 
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From Fig 23 graph where we can see with blue the process in normal state and the signif-
icant effect of Fault 6 on all three of them. This fault cost, compared to faults from Fig 
20, is the most costly for the process as it deviates 300 dollars per hour from the normal 
state. Also, in comparison with faults from Fig 21, it is noticeable that it varies more than 
all the other faults that mentioned. About the production is the only one that stops it early. 
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5 Methodology 
Taking into consideration the literature about TEP and deciding that LSTM is going to be 
used as the machine learning algorithm, there were several steps of pre-processing need 
to be done to prepare the data for training and testing. 
5.1 Pre-process 
Firstly, by using the panda's data frame, the data cleaned from 47 unwanted variables, 
and then with help from sklearn pre-processing algorithm, “MinMaxScaler” data was nor-
malized and transformed into a numpy array. In order for the data to become in a form 
that LSTM is able to recognize and train, reshaping of the data was mandatory in a 3x3 
array by taking 100 observations in a row as one timestep, and so we have an array of 
(500,100,50) shape per simulation.  
Secondly, for the training part, we need to create a y array that consists of a list of 2 
classes, one for normal state and the other for the fault one that corresponds to each one 
of the time steps so every time step would present either normal or fault. As a result, we 
have the target array in the shape of (500,2).  
Finally, the same procedure conducted for validation and test sets normalization of the 
data and reshape into 3x3 arrays. For both, the final data have a shape of (150,100,50) 
and the target variable y (150, 2). 
5.2 Metrics 
Using as a guide the literature and to be able to compare the results and their credibility 
was decided to use as metrics the Fault Detection Rate (FDR) with a combination of Fault 
Positive Rate (FPR). Both metrics were originated from the confusion matrix of each 
fault, as shown in Table 8. 
Table 8 Confusion matrix of the ith fault  
 Number of samples in the i th class 
(True) 
Number of samples in the other clas-
ses (True) 
Number of samples in i th class (Pre-
dicted) 
TP FP 
Number of samples in the other classes 
(Predicted) 
FN TN 
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5.2.1 Fault Detection Rate 
The FDR is the true positive divided by the true positive plus the false negative from the 
confusion matrix. This metric shows the percentage of the faults that classified correctly 
divided to those that were not of i th fault and classified as one. The higher, the better is 
our prediction. 
𝐹𝐷𝑅 =
𝑇𝑃
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁)
 
5.2.2 Fault Positive Rate 
The FPR is the false positive divided by false-positive plus true negative from the confu-
sion matrix. The percentage of this metric shows the faults that wrongfully classified as 
a fault of i th class divided to those that classified as normal but were faults of i th class. 
The lowest, the better is our prediction. 
𝐹𝑃𝑅 =
𝐹𝑃
(𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁)
 
A combination of those two metrics is needed to conclude and evaluate the model. Each 
metric alone can give a good number, but for the model to be accurate enough need high 
FDR and low FPR. 
5.3 Experiments 
Research about LSTM models and their implementations showed that for a problem of 
binary classification like this one suggested using as activation function softmax, in com-
pilation as loss, the binary_crossentropy. Also, the metrics for LSTM model training will 
be Root Square Mean Error (RMSE), and accuracy, the optimizer in use was adam [27]. 
The softmax function produces a probability that the predicted values belong to one or the 
other class, and these probabilities have the property of being supplementary. So actually, 
the LSTM produces a probability that each time step belongs to normal or fault state, and 
then the fault categorized accordingly. 
After trying several experiments with different attributes in LSTM model, such as altera-
tions in the number of layers, batch size, and units, the results were not conclusive. There 
was room for improvement. These experiments showed that the data was a bit noisy and 
surely unbalanced cause approximately 80% of the data belong in the fault state for every 
fault. It was difficult for the LSTM model to recognize patterns and categorize most of 
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the faults in test sets even though in training, the scores looked promising. That led to 
thoughts of overfitting of the model, to avoid overfitting an early stopping feature intro-
duced to the model and model with fewer units per layer. 
Another cause of overfitting was the high dimensionality of the data because it reduces 
the ability of the model to generalize beyond the examples in the training set. Also, with 
the help of graphs, as we can see from the example, in Fig 17-19, faults in some varia-
bles have no significant effect, and that may cause the noise and make it difficult for the 
LSTM to categorize the faults. 
Also, different experiments discover that the model categorizes all time steps as the 
fault for some faults when implementing the model in the test set. This is another indi-
cation of noisy data and, combined with an unbalanced dataset, make it almost impossi-
ble for the algorithm to recognize and categorize most of the faults correctly. All the 
above leads to a need to explore a different approach and use PCA for dimensionality 
reduction and denoise the data and then combined PCA with LSTM for further experi-
mentation. 
5.4 Special handling of Fault 6 
As mention in 3.5.4, Fault 6 is a particular fault, and because it stops the process at some 
point, the observations for this fault fluctuate between 1700 and 1790, so it was difficult 
to test it with the rest of the faults, and so it handled separately. In order for that to happen, 
some different functions were created for Fault 6 in order to generalize the process and 
for the data frame to be in shape of preprocessing the rows after 1700 observation was 
drop so the number could add up. 
5.5 Dimensionality reduction & Denoise 
The first principal component expresses the highest percentage of variation. Each additive 
expresses less variation and more noise, thus representing the data with a smaller subset 
of principal components, discards the noise, and retaining the signal. To select the optimal 
amount of principal components using the graph of cumulative explained variance ratio 
for every fault as a function of the number of components.  
For most of the faults, 90% to 95% of the variance can be attributed between 35 to 40 out 
of 50 features as an example. Fig 24 displays Cumulative explained variance to the num-
ber of components for faults that principal components differ from the range of 35-40, 
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and  Fig 25 shows that the majority of faults have a 95% variance in range 35-40. To get 
some more information if PCA helps the training of the model and avoid overfitting. Even 
though it is noticeable from Cumulative explained variance plot that the number of prin-
cipal components needed, to achieve around 95% of variance differs for each fault, we 
pick 35 components to continue the experiments as it was the one which fit for most of 
the faults. 
After using PCA with 35 principal components for every fault and training the model, it 
showed significant improvement in test set scores. But still existing faults without im-
provement in test scores, further research and experimentation showed that principal com-
ponents have a substantial impact on testing results, so it was necessary to test principal 
components for every fault independently that the result was either inconclusive or not 
good enough.[26] 
 
Fig 24 Cumulative explained variance for faults differ 95% variance for 35 components 
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Fig 25 Cumulative explained variance for faults that have 95% variance for 35 components 
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5.6 Final algorithm 
After the work through of the data and principal components testing, in order to find the 
optimal principal components for faults that needed, continue the testing with different 
variations of LSTM parameters that lead to a model consisting of 7 layers, 30 units, soft-
max activation function and 500 batch size and as mentioned above binary_crossentropy 
as loss function, adam optimizer and accuracy as metric for LSTM training. The epochs 
were set to 500 with early stopping monitoring the accuracy and patience of 10 epochs. 
The PCA trained separately for every fault, with a different number of principal compo-
nents when needed. Before inserting the data into PCA, the mix_max_scaler used both 
saved with the use of the sklearn joblib library after the training part, in order to retrieve 
whenever is necessary. Each PCA and mix_max_scaler model archive is unique for every 
fault. 
For every fault is needed to load the PCA and mix_max_scaler before LSTM model train-
ing. For each fault, LSTM trained separately and saved with the same library mentioned 
above. The average time of training is about 25 seconds per epoch, and average epochs 
of training before early stopping kicked in is between 40 – 50 with some exceptions. 
The final algorithm consists of several functions that can complete the load of data and 
implementation to pandas data frame or numpy array according to the need at the time, 
clean data, create metrics, create target variable, preprocessing, training and testing.  
5.7 Check of results accuracy 
Wanted to evaluate the accuracy of the model results and having the luxury of having 
many simulations, which means much data to work with. It was decided that except al-
gorithms results on the test set and validation test described before were the algorithm 
makes a prediction for 30 simulation runs as it was one data set that ends for results to be 
something like the algorithms mean value of the metric.  
Because there was no absolute certainty if that was entirely correct, the algorithm tested 
again in different simulation runs, but this time separately for each simulation. The pre-
diction and the scores of each test kept in a python dictionary in order to get some boxplots 
and other graphs that could give some more insights into the prediction’s validity.  
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Then the final results arising by getting the mean of the values kept in the dictionary. 
After, with those values, the original ones form the testing part of the algorithm has been 
validated. The next chapter will present the results of the second testing process that be-
lieves that is more objective for everyone with some of the graphs for better understanding   
5.8 Experiment environment 
The above experiments conducted on a personal laptop with Microsoft Windows 10 op-
erating system. The processor is coming from INTEL, and the graphics card that used 
from Keras to speed up the time of the process is NVIDIA. Specifics of the software and 
hardware had been used, as mentioned in Table 9. 
Table 9 Experiment Environment 
Operating system Microsoft Windows 10 Home 
Version 10.0.18362 Build 18362 
Memory 7.88 GB 
Processor  INTEL(R) Core™ i7-7500u  
CPU@ 2.70GHz 
Graphics NVIDIA GeForce 920MX 
Integrated Development Environment Anaconda Jupyter Notebook 
 
5.9 Libraries used 
The experiments conducted with the help of several libraries free to use from everyone, 
some of them come prom python development teams other are open source. Most of the 
libraries originated from TensorFlow, Sklearn, and Keras for different purposes, each one 
of them. In Table 10, refer to every library had been used in the algorithm as also its use. 
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Table 10 Libraries used in the algorithm 
Origin  Library  Objective  
Open Source NumPy Transform data into Array, 
Reshape, 
maths 
John Hunter Matplotlib (pyplot) Plotting  
Python, MatplotLib Seaborn  Data visualization 
Open Source Pandas  Data reading and manipulation 
Python  CSV Reading and Writing files 
Python  OS Portable way of using the operating sys-
tem 
Sklearn (externals) Joblib  Saving and loading sklearn models 
Sklearn (preprocessing) MinMaxScaler Normalize data 
Sklearn (decomposition) PCA Dimensionality reduction 
Sklearn (metrics)  Confusion_matrix  Results evaluation 
Keras Keras  High-level neural networks API 
Keras  Backend  Choose Tensor flow as backend 
Tensorflow(model) Sequential   Linear stack of layers 
Tensorflow(recurrent) LSTM Model  
Tensorflow(core) Dense,  
Activation, 
 Dropout 
Model parameters 
Tensorflow (callbacks) EarlyStopping Avoid overfitting 
Tensorflow (models) Load_model  Load saved model 
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6 Results evaluation &  
Comparison  
This chapter will display the results of the above method, what they mean how the LSTM 
accomplice them and it will be compared with the results from the literature 
6.1 Evaluation of machine learning methods 
The objective of evaluation in machine learning algorithms is to decide whether a learning 
model is an ineffective or effective solution in the task it is applied in terms of an error 
rate. Furthermore, machine learning models should not be evaluated in the whole dataset, 
as this leads to biased results [6]. Generally, the dataset is divided into two parts, the 
training, and the test sets. This technique is called the Held-out method. In the training 
set, the learning model is trained, and in order to achieve an unbiased estimation of the 
learning model, then the model should be evaluated on previously unseen data. This data 
is the test set. Also, a widespread technique for assessing learning models by a partition 
of the original sample is cross-validation. Cross-validation splits the dataset into approx-
imately equal size of disjoint sets. The main advantage of cross-validation is that it gives 
a more unbiased estimation, compared to the held-out method. 
To evaluate the accuracy of the trained algorithm, it was implemented a validation test 
set. Actually, the data was split into 3 parts in order to get more accurate results the vali-
dation set used in training as mentioned before, and it was similar to the test set but both 
had no shared data between them or with training set before using the testing function the 
hopes was to achieve results as identical as it could be with the training and validation 
sets. 
6.2 Results   
In the initial experiments, the metric used to train the algorithm was accuracy then to be 
comparable with the literature, FDR and FPR were created for the confusion matrixes. 
At the begging of experimentation on this problem, a natural inference has arisen that 
Fault 1, 2, 4, 7, 20 will not raise any concerns, even without using much parametrization 
accuracies of 99.7%, 99.2%, 97.8%, 96%, 90,1% accordingly was achieved. The rest of 
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the faults had results inconclusive at that point, and so that was the reason that further 
experiments were conducted. 
After implementing the PCA and optimal parameters for LSTM Faults 1,2,7 achieve ac-
curacy of 100% and for 4 99,7%. As mentioned before, accuracy, FDR, FPR is the result 
of softmax activation function, it maybe seems unrealistic, but softmax function always 
leaves a chance that the predict belongs to the other class, which means the probability of 
the predicted class is never 100%. 
Finally, after the implementation of FDR and FPR metrics, which is the result of the mean 
FDR and FPR from the 30 simulation runs. These faults prediction was an excellent one 
as the FDR is 100%, and FPR is 0% for 1,2,7 and 99.8% FDR, 0.6% FPR for 4. Fig 26 
displays a boxplot for Fault 1 for 30 simulation runs were the scores are equally the same 
for all the simulation runs. Faults 2,7 have the same boxplot as Fault 1. Fault 4 also has 
the same box plot because of the algorithm round the numbers. Fault 20 have slightly less 
FDR of 98.1% and FPR 1.5%, and in boxplot of Fig 26-27 (rounded numbers) can see 
that have almost no deviance from simulation to simulation.  
 
Fig 26 FDR FPR ACC boxplot for Fault 1 
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Fig 27 Fault 20 FDR FPR ACC boxplot 
To continue with the rest of the results, best detection with Faults 1,2,4,7 followed by 
Fault 6, which, as mentioned, is one of the most important faults as its effect to the process 
is significant. Fault 6 with FDR of 100% and FPR of 0% with the above faults were the 
faults that were easier for the model to detect. In addition, this fault has the same box plot 
as Fault 1 in Fig 26. Then follows Faults 5, 14 with an FDR of 100% and FPR of 1%, 8% 
accordingly.  
Closely follows 3 and 11 Faults with FDR 99.8%, 99.7 and FPR 9%,7.5% for all these 
faults the deviance between simulation was too small to none. As an example, Fault 7 
FDR for every simulation run it was tested is displayed in Fig 28, we can see that there is 
no deviation between runs for FDR, and in  Fig 29, it can be noticed the exact same 
conclusion for FPR of Fault 3.  
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Fig 28 FDR of fault 7 for 30 simulations 
 
Fig 29 FDR of fault 3 for 30 simulations 
In Fig 30 can see the Fault 4 and its FDR for 30 simulation runs as the fig displays it 
deviates in 2 out of 30 simulations from 99.8% FDR with the same deviation of 2.4%. 
Because the deviation is small, the mean of all these is 99.8%. About FPR as Fig 31 
displays for Fault 4, there are 2 deviations, a bit bigger than those of the FDR, at 9% from 
rest 0% but again it is not enough, and the mean value of that different simulations runs 
is 0.6%  
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Fig 30 FDR of fault 4 for 30 simulations 
 
Fig 31 FPR of fault 4 for 30 simulations (0% for the rest) 
6.2.1 “Difficult Faults” 
Literature had led to the conclusion that Fault 3, 9, and 15 were difficult to detect, but as 
mentioned above, Fault 3 has an FDR of 99.8% and FPR of 9%, which is a very good, 
almost excellent detection rate. To continue with Fault 9 with slightly less FDR of 97.8% 
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and an FPR 11.8%, it can be said that it is a very accurate detection. So, both Faults 3 and 
9 were no problem for this model to recognize. 
On the other hand, this model has a problem to detect Fault 15 with an FDR of 86.5% and 
an FPR of 74.5% it cannot detect the fault accurately, on the contrary, it just recognizes 
most of the time steps as a fault with some variation of softmax probability to belong in 
the fault class. Fig 32 displays the prediction for a random simulation of Fault 15, and as 
it shows 7 out of 50-time steps detect as normal where the 3 are correct, and the 4 classi-
fied wrongly as normal. All the other time, steps classified as a fault, which is again not 
good because of 7 out of 10-time steps that are normal misclassified as a fault. 
To continue with the other fault that this model was unable to detect correctly the Fault 
16. This fault, similarly with Fault 15 had inconclusive scores and inaccurate detection 
with FDR 81.2% and FPR 64.8%. The fault could not be detected correctly. For both 
these faults the FDR may seem high but that an outcome of the unbalanced data, and so 
the metric that shows that something is not right is the FPR, for both is too high, as men-
tioned the FPR represent the fault positive rate which mean the time step that recognized 
as a fault and is not divided to those that classified as normal but were faults and there are 
many of those which is not useful for detection. 
 
Fig 32 Fault 15 random simulation prediction 
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In addition, to those mentioned above for both faults, there were significant deviations, 
in detection from simulation to simulation, for both validation metrics FDR, FPR in Fig 
33 is shown the boxplot of FDR, FPR, ACC for Fault 15 and in Fig 34 for Fault 16. 
About Fault 15, as the image displays, the FDR takes a minimum value of 69,2% and a 
maximum value of 94.8%, with the majority of the FDR per simulation to be between 
82% to 92.3%. For FDR, the deviation between simulations is bigger, and it is easy to 
distinguish from the boxplot. With FDR minimum value of 54.5% the maximum at 100% 
and most of the simulations between 63.6% to 81,8% this is the most important factor 
why this fault has inconclusive results, the fact of having significant deviations for both 
metrics between simulations and with no consistency for those results it can not be said 
that the model can predict the fault. 
Along the same lines is Fault 16 from the image, it is evident that FDR and FPR have 
significant deviations with FPRs again to be more significant. For this fault minimum, 
the FDR value is 58.9% and a maximum of 92.3%, with the concentration of FDR be-
tween 84,6% to 89,7%. About the FPR minimum value of 36,3% maximum at 90,9% and 
consistency between 54,5% to 72,7. These metrics lead to the same conclusion as Fault 
15. 
6.2.2 Rest of results 
The Faults 8, 13, 17 had the next best FDR 99.4%, 98.9%, 98.5% and FPR 1.8%,2.1%, 
1.8%. Next, comes Faults 10, 12 with FDR 98,4%, 98,2% and FPR 3.9% and 8.4% ac-
cordingly. 
Finally Faults 18-19 had FDR of 97%, 96% and FPR of 3.9% for Fault 18 and 7.5% for 
Fault 9, all prediction could be characterized, apart from those Faults 15-16, very good 
and accurate also, should be mention that the model is really consistent because it tested 
20 times in row for the same 30 simulations for each fault and the results were in the 
majority the same for all faults, and for those that differ it was minor deviations for 1 to 
2 times out of the 20. 
Table 11 displays a synopsis of all faults with their scores in the table also displays the 
accuracy as it was the metric for training purposes. It should be mention also that the 
principal components for PCA were chose based on the combination of FDR and FPR 
and not the accuracy. 
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Fig 33 Boxplot of Fault 15 FDR, FPR, ACC for 30 simulations 
 
Fig 34 Boxplot of Fault 16 FDR, FPR, ACC for 30 simulations 
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Table 11 Synopsis of results 
Metric FDR % FPR % ACC % 
Fault 1 100 0 100 
Fault 2 100 0 100 
Fault 3 99.8 9 97.8 
Fault 4 99.8 0.6 99.7 
Fault 5 100 1.1 97.8 
Fault 6 100 0 100 
Fault 7 100 0 100 
Fault 8 99.4 1.8 99.2 
Fault 9 97.8 11.8 95.6 
Fault 10 98.4 3.9 97.9 
Fault 11 99.7 7.5 98.1 
Fault 12 98.2 8.4 96.8 
Fault 13 98.9 2.1 98.7 
Fault 14 100 8.1 98.2 
Fault 15 86.5 74.5 73.1 
Fault 16 81.2 64.8 71.1 
Fault 17 98.5 1.8 98.4 
Fault 18 97 3.9 96.8 
Fault 19 96.9 7.5 95.9 
Fault 20 98.1 1.5 98.2 
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6.3 Comparison with literature  
In order to compare the results of the experiments of this thesis with the results taken 
from literature, we are going to choose the method of comparison from the papers re-
viewed. The paper chose will have the best results among them, and if there is a method 
that exceeded the preferred method for some of the faults for the FDR combined with 
FPR, it is going to mention for this specific fault. 
From the papers had been reviewed 6 out of 8 use FDR for metric but only 2 of them, a 
combination of FDR with FPR, the DBN [23] and DCNN [3]. Both with a remarkable 
result, but as Wu had already compared his DCNN results with Zhang`s DBN and even 
though the DBN method has 9 faults with higher FDR than DCNN, the significant lower 
FPR in Zhang`s method make his method better.  
In addition, remarkable is the FDR of the Bayesian method that Jiang [16] implements 
but the lack of FPR metric make these value inappropriate for comparison. All the above 
is why among the literature, the results suggest as the best method for the DCNN. The 
data set of this method is similar to the data set this thesis use, so it is valid to compare 
the methods. Both came from the same TEP MatLab algorithm. 
As reviewing the results of the LSTM model and those of the DCNN model, the second 
surpasses the LSTM on both FDR and FPR only for Fault 19. The rest of the FDR`s of 
the DCNN method do not surpass those of LSTM. The deviance for FDR between meth-
ods except if we do not conclude Faults 15,16 is less than 5% except Fault 3 (8,1%), 5 
(8.5%), 8 (7,2%), 9 (39,4%). Table 12 displays both methods for comparison with high-
lighted in light yellow the better FDR and with orange the excluded faults.  
Table 12 FDR % for LSTM and DCNN 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
LSTM 100 100 99.8 99.8 100 100 100 99.4 97.8 98.4 99.7 98.2 98.9 100 86.5 81.2 98.5 97 96.9 98.1 
DCNN 98.6 98.5 91.7 97.6 91.5 97.5 99.9 92.2 58.4 96.4 98.4 95.6 95.7 98.7 28 44.2 94.5 93.9 98.6 93.3 
 
On the other hand, the DCNN method surpasses LSTM in 16 out of 20 Faults regarding 
the FPR. LSTM has better FPR only on Fault 1, and for Fault 2,6,7 the FPR is the same.  
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Table 13 FPR % for LSTM and DCNN 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
LSTM 0 0 9 0.6 10 0 0 1.8 11.8 3.9 7.5 8.4 2.1 8.1 74.5 64.8 1.8 3.9 7.5 1.5 
DCNN 0.3 0 0.08 0 0.06 0 0 0.01 2 0 0.01 0 0 2.8 3.8 0 0.01 0 0 0 
 
Comparing the FPR of these methods again excluding Faults 15 and 16, as Table 13 
shows with highlighted in a light yellow, the better FPR with green those which are equal 
and orange the same, the deviation between this metric for most faults is less than 4%. 
The faults that surpass this deviance are Faults 3 (8.2%), 5 (9.4%), 9 (9.8%), 11 (7,4%), 
12 (8.4%), 14 (5.3%), 19 (7,5%). 
For all mentioned above can conclude that LSTM has a better fault detection rate, which 
means that it can detect the fault states better than DCNN on all the measurables faults 
except 19 with a difference of 1.7%. It is needed to mention the notifiable difference at 
Fault 9 that can detect better with a difference of 39.4%. For the rest of the faults, the less 
than 10% difference means that out of 40 fault time steps can detect correctly some that 
DCNN would not recognize.  
Regarding the FPR, the DCNN is superior to LSTM, and this means that it has fewer fault 
positives in its detection. This means that with the low FPR, less than 1% for 16 out of 
18 measurable faults, the DCNN almost recognizes all normal states. LSTM, although it 
identifies almost all-time steps that are in a fault state, could miss detecting as fault few 
of the normal that DCNN could classify correctly. 
It can be said that LSTM is superior with certainty for Faults 2, 6, 7, 9 for the first 3 the 
conclusion is natural as the FPR is the same, but LSTM has better FDR Fault 9 big FPR 
make its detection inaccurate compared to LSTMs one. For the rest of the faults, we can 
not say with certainty that one model is better than the other. To come to a conclusion for 
the rest of the faults may the opinion of a chemical engineer, could help about what could 
be better for the process to be recognized correctly that is in fault state with maybe some 
false alarms, or the false alarm could harm even more the process. 
On the first occasion, the LSTM is superior to DCNN in case that the second is true, the 
DCNN is better. For sure, in fault detection is better.
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7 Conclusion 
This thesis aimed to tackle the early recognition of faults in chemical processes by using 
the Tennessee Eastman Process and implementing Deep Learning with a different ap-
proach than those literature has to offer. A recurrent neural network and specifically 
LSTM is the model that developed through this dissertation experiment phase. As men-
tioned in the introduction, the chemical process is a crucial part of the industry, and object 
of focus for many different types of research. That is why the early recognition of a fault 
that could cause disturbances to the chemical process is vital for the area. For that to 
happen, TEP data used because there are based on actual real-life industrial processes. 
In this line of argument, and after thorough, comprehensive research over the literature, 
the idea was to implement a different approach to propose a solution for the fault detec-
tion, and do not to try to improve an already existing one or research it with different 
angles. After further research, a very promising Machine Learning algorithm that uses 
Deep Learning and a recurrent neural network that has good classification results in dif-
ferent kinds of problems, i.e., image recognition, text classification were decided to be 
tried and implemented in this kind of classification. 
The dissertation demonstrates through experimental results that the PCA-LSTM method 
has given better results almost for all faults compared to the results of the methods im-
plemented in literature for the metric of  FDR and is slightly under in FPR. In the majority 
of the faults, the FDR is more than 98%, and that was unexpected before the start of the 
experiments, and with the combination of the low FPR less than 5% for most of the fault, 
it can be said that fault detection has high hopes. Faults 3 and 9 that had been referred to 
as “difficult” ones for correct prediction have remarkable good results for this model, but 
the drawbacks of the model are Fault 15 and 16 that the model was unable to accurate 
recognize them. Although in defense of the model, it can be said that these two Faults 
have low to insignificant impact in cost, quality, and production of the process.  
Moreover, a key result emerging from the experiments is that the Faults can be recognized 
in the hour of the fault appearance, and in the long run, for processes such as the chemical, 
the time is crucial. The early recognition of a fault is what the industry needs. 
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. Also, some interesting conclusions are acquired about the data and the dimensionality 
reduction. As a result of the experiments, it was apparent that the data is too noisy and 
combined with the factor of the unbalanced data set it was and time-consuming object to 
overcome. The algorithm of PCA had a significant role in order to conclude in this clas-
sification results as also the selection of the right principal components 
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8 Future work 
It is undeniable that there are further issues to be explored in order to optimize more 
model efficiency. With better equipment because experiments were time-consuming and 
there is a need for lots of testing.  
In specific, four recommendations for future work should be highlighted. Firstly, in this 
thesis from the data it has been used all the continues process measurements and the ma-
nipulated variables, and the data can be said that was noisy, so it would be necessary to 
check if some of those values should be dropped or if there is any useful pattern to create 
some variables in order to make the data more transparent for the algorithm to predict. 
Someone can argue that the predictions are good, and he would be correct there is always 
room for improvement. 
Second, and a continuance of the previous recommendation should be tested on the length 
of the time step. At the moment, the algorithm can predict a fault after the first hour of its 
appearance. But for industry time is money so it would be optimal if the algorithm could 
make predictions of the same equivalence by using smaller time steps. That equals less 
time needed for a prophecy after the fault’s appearance. And it was something that was 
not tested enough from this thesis meanly because of equipment and time restrictions. As 
the time steps getting smaller, the more time needed for the algorithm to train and more 
GPU memory was consumed, and that followed by current system crashes. So, there was 
no room for these kinds of testing. 
Third, it would be optimal to try and approach the problem as a multi-classification one 
and see if the model with some variation could be able to recognize and detect the faults 
when it trained and tested with all faults fed together in the model. Because separately it 
detects almost all faults with excellency, but in the industry the faults may come one after 
the other or even coexists, it will ask for the algorithm to identify which fault occurred 
and it will be optimal if it can have the same kind of success with multiclass classification 
and can separate faults in mixed data. 
Fourth, another approach could be used to tackle the crucial problem of vanishing gradi-
ent descend, that is a problem that comes with the model. That has already been tried to 
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overcome with a similar model Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). Its main aim of creation 
was to solve the vanishing gradient problem, which comes with a standard recurrent 
RNN.[29] This model is a variation of the LSTM model and can produce equally good 
results. 
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